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Florida Gulf Coast University 
Lutgert College of Business 
Department of Management 
 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP & CREATIVITY (MAN 3103)1 
 
Course Description: 
CRN:  10161 
Term:   Spring 2012 
Time:  Mon & Wed  11:00 – 12:15  
Classroom:  HE - 330 
ANGEL Login:      http://elearning.fgcu.edu/angel/frameindex.htm  
    
Course Description: 
This course provides a broad overview of the principles, theories, and practice of 
entrepreneurship, together with an understanding of the key tasks, skills, and attitudes required.  
Opportunity recognition and evaluation are emphasized 
 
Purpose 
In this course, students should develop the ability to recognize, analyze and present new 
business opportunities. Key topics include: the entrepreneurial universe, identifying and creating 
new business opportunities, analyzing their feasibility and business potential, financing the new 
business, and developing and presenting a business pitch in both written and oral formats. 

A strong emphasis is placed on written and oral presentation of ideas and conclusions, in both 
individual and team project work.  The ability (a) to work effectively in teams, (b) to create and 
deliver concise and compelling presentations, and (c) to conduct rigorous analysis of business 
opportunities are the cornerstone to success in the entrepreneurial world, and therefore 
developing these skills are a major focus of this course. 

 
LEARNING OUTCOMES AND ASSESSMENT 
LCOB Mission Statement 

The Lutgert College of Business provides a high quality, student-centered learning environment 
to prepare students with the knowledge and skills needed to contribute to and take leading 
positions in business and society. Our faculties are devoted to teaching excellence, scholarship, 
and service that enhances our academic and business communities and we are dedicated to 
building partnerships that foster the economic growth of the southwest Florida region and beyond. 

 
The Department of Management creates an environment that enables students to develop 
managerial knowledge and leadership skills, both individually and collaboratively, to: (1) 
recognize, evaluate, and cultivate business opportunities; (2) identify, understand, and implement 
positive solutions to organizational issues; and (3) build leadership capabilities to effectively 
manage organizational change  in the global environment. 
 
Student Learning Outcomes 
 
Upon completion of the course, the student should be able to meet these learning objectives:  

 Learning Goal MAN Learning Objectives Course learning objectives Assessment

E Understand the 
business 

1.  Analyze ethical issues as 
they apply to management. 

1. Articulate the entrepreneurial 
ecosystem and assess where you best 

Exams, self 
assessment 
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environment 2.  Propose solutions to 
business problems in a global 
environment. 
3.  Explain the importance of 
environmental responsibilities. 

fit within it. paper 

P Be effective 
problem solvers 

1.  Propose solutions to 
organizational issues. 

2. Determine resources needed to 
exploit an opportunity, and how to get 
their use. 

Exams, final 
project, class 
participation 

C Be effective 
communicators 

1.  Demonstrate effective oral 
communication skills. 
2.  Prepare effective written 
materials. 
3.  Work effectively in diverse 
teams. 

3. Recognize, evaluate and present 
new business opportunities. 
4. Learn to build and work effectively in 
teams. 
5. Develop and present an investor 
pitch on the new business opportunity. 

Individual 
assignments, 
presentations 

K Have 
interdisciplinary 
business 
knowledge 

1.  Explain key management 
theories and practices. 

6. Analyze and conduct primary and 
secondary research business 
opportunities to determine their market 
and financial feasibility. 
7. Write a concise, effective feasibility 
report for a new business opportunity. 
 

Exams, final 
project, class 
participation 

 
 
Prerequisite:  MAN 3025, Principles of Management.  This course is the prerequisite for MAN 
4802 and MAN 4804. 
 
Contacting the Professor: 

Professor:   Dr. Gerry Segal 
Office:   LU-3363 
Telephone:  (239) 590-7389 
Fax:   (239) 590-7367 
E-mail:   gsegal@fgcu.edu  
Web site:  http://faculty.fgcu.edu/gsegal/ 

 
Please contact me by e-mail whenever possible.  It is by far the easiest and fastest way to reach 
me – I check my e-mail frequently. Please put “student name” and the “class number” in your 
subject heading.  If you leave me a message in ANGEL, be sure to check the box that sends a 
copy to my e-mail.  Otherwise, it may be a while before I see it.  
 
Check your FGCU email frequently during the semester, or you may not receive my e-mails. 
 
Office hours: 
 
M: 12:00-2:00, T: 1:45-3:00, W: 12:15-2:00, or by appointment.  With advance notice, I can meet 
with you just about any time.  I will be available for you. 
 
Text 
Barringer, B.R. & Ireland, R.D. (2012). Entrepreneurship: Successfully Launching New Ventures, 
4th Edition. Pearson Prentice Hall. ISBN: 978-013255552-4. 

Note: In addition to the above, you will need to purchase two scantron sheets from the bookstore 
for this course. 
 
Grading 
 
The course grade will be determined by these components: 
 
1. Two exams (2@15%)    30% 



2. Idea creation paper/ presentation   10% 
3. Attendance, participation & misc. assignments 10%      
4. Entrepreneurial self-assessment   10% 
5. Team project  -- written    30% 
6. Team project – oral presentation   10% 
7. If peer review is not submitted, subtract 10 points 
 
Grading Scale: 90 Points = A, 80 Points = B, 70 Points = C, 60 Points = D 
 
The structure, roles and responsibilities of your group are your choice. However, as this project 
will involve considerable work outside of class, it is important that every member of the team 
contribute to its success. In some groups, unfortunately, one or two members do not do their fair 
share, expecting the group to carry them.  If any team member is not making a fair contribution to 
team progress, this must be addressed immediately at a team meeting. As an entrepreneur/ 
manager, it is important to learn how to address team member lack of performance. Please try to 
resolve these issues within your teams as soon as the problem manifests. Let the "free rider" 
know he or she will receive very low peer evaluations, which will lower their course grade. As a 
last resort, bring the issue to me and I will facilitate a discussion of the issues facing the team. In 
extreme cases, I may remove a non-performing team member from the team, and that person will 
be required to complete a solo feasibility report to fulfill the requirements of the course, and the 
report will be graded on the same criteria as the reports from all other groups. 

At the end of the project, each student will complete a peer evaluation for all the members of 
his/her or her team. Based on a common set of criteria, you will assess a point total for each 
member of the team. This grading must be done independently and anonymously, and will not be 
discussed with other team members.  I will maintain the confidentiality of your evaluations under 
all circumstances. The only exception to this will be that I can and may share your evaluations 
with people officially involved in a grade appeal process after the completion of the semester. 

Individual grades for each team member will be used to allocate the amount of credit each 
student in the group will receive for their individual grade on the team projects. If all team 
members contributed equally, all individuals will get the same grade.  However, if these 
evaluations indicate that a team member’s contribution was greater or lower than the average, an 
adjustment to a member’s team grade will be made. . 

 
Description of Assignments 

Exams: Examinations will include short answer and/or multiple choice questions, be sure 
to bring a #2 pencil so you can make changes if needed.  Make-up quizzes will not be 
given under any circumstances.  If you must miss an exam, you must see me in advance 
and request to take it early.   

Cheating on an Exam: If you are caught cheating on an exam, you will receive an 
automatic F in the course. You may not use any electronic devices during an exam.  

Business Idea creation paper and presentation: You will be individually responsible for 
creating and presenting a new business idea to your classmates. This is not a group project – the 
work must be done on your own.  Guidelines for this assignment are on ANGEL 

Team project and team presentation: The cornerstone of this course is a team project to 
develop a business idea, analyze its feasibility, create a business model, and develop a summary 
investor presentation and written feasibility analysis. You will work in a team throughout the 
semester on this project. It will culminate in a written report and an oral presentation in the final 
week of classes. The final report will cover the business problem, your proposed solution, the 
value proposition, the market attractiveness, market size, your unique advantages and 



competitive differentiation, and initial financial projections for the business.  Each group will make 
a final presentation on their business to their fellow students as if they were potential investors. 
The presentation should be creative and compelling – you are seeking outside capital to finance 
this venture. Therefore, it is important to sell these investors on your analysis and business 
proposition. 

A note on original work:  Students often do and should use the internet for research.  It is quite 
easy to “cut and paste” from articles. You should have cited references and a reference list. 
Please follow APA style. Please note, if any material is used without proper quotes and citations, 
everyone in the group will lose partial or full credit for the group project and will have the 
potential to fail the class! If you are not clear how to reference a web site, please be sure to 
discuss it with me in class.  

Self-assessment paper:  Near the end of the semester, you will be required to write a paper 
assessing your fit with an entrepreneurial career. Guidelines for this assignment are on ANGEL. 
This paper should focus on personal learning and awareness you have developed over the 
course of the semester, and should draw conclusions based on your reactions to the various 
entrepreneurial activities covered in the course and the various projects. 

ADDITIONAL POLICIES AND GUIDELINES 
For each credit of a class, you should expect to spend one hour in class and an average of 2 
hours preparing outside of class each week.  Therefore, since this is a 3-credit class, you should 
plan to devote an average of nine hours a week to this class. 
 
Computers and cell phones have many important uses in our society.  However, use of these 
devices during class is not one of them. As a courtesy to me, and to your fellow students, please 
turn off cell phones and leave computers closed.  If you must send texts, update your Facebook 
page, send tweets, etc., please leave the classroom – it will be less disruptive to everyone else. 
 
Plagiarism: From time to time, there are major problems with students and plagiarism. Plagiarism 
occurs whenever you copy someone’s writing, even partially, and fail to reference it in your paper.  
I want to warn you I read everything you write and I check for plagiarism. If anyone is found 
plagiarizing, they will be given an automatic 0 for their assignment and the team will be turned 
over to Judicial Affairs. In addition, you are responsible for your team members. If anyone in your 
team is caught plagiarizing, then the whole team will be given a 0 for the assignment.  IF YOU 
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS AS TO WHETHER SOMETHING WILL BE CONSIDERED 
PLAGIARIZED, BE SAFE AND REFERENCE THE SOURCE.  If you copy a substantial amount 
of the sentence from a source, it should be referenced with QUOTATIONS. If you paraphrase it, 
you must reference it but you do not need quotes. 

As per university policy, an instructor who informs students about the necessity of 
attendance may request the Registrar to drop the student from the class for lack of 
attendance. This is the required written notice about attendance.  Due to the course’s 
need for students to quickly form and begin working in teams, any student who fails to 
attend the first four class sessions will be administratively dropped from this course by 
the instructor. 

 
TEAM PROJECT:  BUSINESS SUMMARY FOR POTENTIAL INVESTORS 
 
Write a compelling, concise summary of your new business opportunity. This business summary 
is aimed at potential investors. Therefore, it is a selling document – aimed at presenting your 
business in a favorable light. While you need data, facts and figures to support your arguments 
and conclusions, you are trying to convince investors that your business is worth investing in (as 
opposed to a purely factual analysis of the business opportunity). Your report should include the 
following key components: 



• A compelling description of the problem your business addresses 
• A description of your solution to the problem, and how it solves the problem 
• The target market your business is focused on 
• How your product or service is unique and differentiated. 
• The size of the target market you are addressing 
• Primary and secondary market research, indicating feasibility 
• A competitive analysis that shows how you stack up against competition 
• Your business model – how your business generates revenue (who pays, how much, and 

why?) 
• A market positioning matrix 
• A brief marketing/sales execution plan – how you intend to attract and close customers 
• Your key financial assumptions and a brief, summary model of your financial forecast 
• The amount of capital required to finance the business, with assumptions behind the 

estimate 
• The potential exit strategies that illustrate how investors will achieve a positive return on 

investment 
 
You should include relevant facts and data wherever possible to support your arguments and 
conclusions.  However, investors typically have short attention spans and busy lives, so 
remember to be meaty, yet very concise. Each paragraph, each word should add to the overall 
value of the paper. Avoid fluff at all costs! 
 
You may decide to assign primary responsibility for different sections of the report to various 
members of the team. However, in creating the final report, you should make sure that the flow 
and continuity of the report is crafted carefully. A choppy report that is obviously a “cut and paste” 
of four or five contributors will not read as well as a report with a coherent, consistent flow. 
 
The business opportunity must be based in the five county FGCU service area and cannot 
involve opening a bar or club, buying a franchise or a real estate investment deal. Please e-mail 
your business idea to the instructor for approval before writing up.  If it does not seem like 
a feasible idea, you will have to come up with another idea or try to convince the 
instructor.  Please be innovative – every entrepreneurship professor sees too many proposals 
for a taxi service to transport drunk students home from bars.   
 
You can form your own teams, they must have at least 4 and no more than 5 members.  Please 
be flexible, I may have to modify teams if there are students left over not assigned to a team.  
Every team should have at least one member with excellent writing skills, as poorly written 
papers will receive heavy grade reductions! 
  
Be sure to exchange names, e-mails, and phone numbers with each other, choose a team name, 
and appoint a team leader.  The leader should not do more work than the others, but should 
make sure that everything that needs to be done is done.  Team leaders should send me an e-
mail with the team member information. 

1. Please use your spell/ grammar checker on formal as you will lose points for errors -- 
misspelled words and poor grammar can have a MAJOR effect on your grade. . Set 
Microsoft Word for formal grammar (no contractions, no passive verbs, no slang, etc. 
In Microsoft Word, check all options under Writing and Style Settings. 

2. Avoid excessive wordiness and redundancy -- get to the point 
3. Double space all papers 
4. Use left (not full) justification 
5. Use an easily readable font such as #12 Arial or Times New Roman. 
6. Late submissions will receive a reduction in grade of 10 points per week overdue. 

Common problems are as follows: 



1. More data is needed.  The business reference librarian will address the topic of 
entrepreneurial research in an upcoming class.  I need to see evidence of research. 

2. Explain the business concept in enough detail so I can understand it.  Provide 
several paragraphs of detailed description.  For example if you plan to open a 
restaurant describe its location, the physical attributes (square footage, number of 
tables/seating capacity, number of employees, atmosphere/decor, etc.) and the menu 
(categories of foods and beverages).  Be sure to explain what makes it unique -- 
what is its niche, how is it differentiated? 

3. Use future tense -- this is a proposed venture. 
4. Make sure you completely cover each section heading, also be sure to eliminate 

content that does not fall under the heading. 
5. Use third person. 

  
Notes for the Market/Industry Analysis Section: 

• Survey at least five target market individuals for the (open-ended) concept statement and 
at least ten for the buying intentions survey. Be sure to list who, what, where, and when. 

• Provide a positioning map, similar to the one provided in the course text for Panera 
Bread. 

• Clearly define the industry you are analyzing.  If you are opening a natural food store, the 
analysis is for the natural food industry, not the larger grocery industry.  If you are 
producing a new microbrew beer, the analysis is for the microbrew industry, not the beer 
industry in general. 

 
Notes for the Financial Analysis section: 

• Provide a schedule of estimated start-up costs, including an explanation of where the 
numbers came from. 

• Provide at least a one-year P&L pro-forma, including an explanation of where the 
numbers came from.  Teams seeking higher grades can include additional financials, 
such as break-even analysis. 

 
By submitting your paper for this class, you give me the right to show your paper to other 
students for educational purposes.  The final paper should be submitted twice: 

• In hard copy format. 
• In digital format to the Turnitin digital inbox in ANGEL.  

 
 
Guidelines for team presentations: 
 

1.  Reduce the number of slides to something reasonable.  Maybe 10-12.  You can get 
some ideas for this by looking at Table 4.4 on p. 132 of the text 

  
2.  Reduce the number of words on each slide so that you can use large fonts (i.e., 24 or 
larger) that can be read by the audience.  Include no more than six lines, with no more 
than six words per line.  This means outline format -- not complete sentences. 

 
Time allotted: TBA – probably 30 minutes.  

 
Be sure to rehearse it in advance.  Make eye contact with the audience and project your 
voice.  If you read to the class you will receive a grade of “F” Do not use note-cards 
either.  A glance at the PowerPoint should serve as your only reminder for the next topic 
to cover. 

 
Make your presentation well prepared, engaging, high-energy, fast-paced, and 
interesting.  No matter how good your content, if you lose your audience, you've wasted 
your time and theirs.   



 
UNIVERSITY POLICIES 
 
Academic Dishonesty / Cheating 
“All students are expected to demonstrate honesty in their academic pursuits. The university 
policies regarding issues of honesty can be found under the “Student Code of Conduct” in the 
Student Guidebook. All students are expected to study this document, which outlines their 
responsibilities and consequences for violations of the policy.  The FGCU Student Guidebook is 
available online at http://studentservices.fgcu.edu/judicialaffairs/new.html.” 

Disability Accommodations Services 

“Florida Gulf Coast University, in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and the 
university’s guiding principles, will provide classroom and academic accommodations to students 
with documented disabilities. If you need to request an accommodation in this class due to a 
disability, or you suspect that your academic performance is affected by a disability, please 
contact the Office of Adaptive Services.  The Office of Adaptive Services is located in Howard 
Hall 137.  The phone number is 239-590-7956 or TTY 239-590-7930.” 

Student Observance of Religious Holidays 

“All students at Florida Gulf Coast University have a right to expect that the University will 
reasonably accommodate their religious observances, practices and beliefs. Students, upon prior 
notification to their instructors, shall be excused from class or other scheduled academic activity 
to observe a religious holy day of their faith.  Students shall be permitted a reasonable amount of 
time to make up the material or activities covered in their absence. Students shall not be 
penalized due to absence from class or other scheduled academic activity because of religious 
observances.  Where practicable, major examinations, major assignments, and University 
ceremonies will not be schedule on a major religious holy day.  A student who is to be excused 
from class for a religious observance is not required to provide a second party certification of the 
reason for the absence.” 

Learning support system 
 
This course makes use of the ANGEL® on-line Learning Support System.  
(http://elearning.fgcu.edu/angel/frameIndex.htm) 
 
 
Syllabus Statement for Center for Academic Achievement 
The Center for Academic Achievement (CAA) provides academic support services to all FGCU 
students.  Students can take advantage of our free peer tutoring and Supplemental Instruction 
sessions for lower-level math and science courses, as well as workshops to facilitate the 
development of skills necessary for college success.  If you would like to participate in any of our 
programs, learn about tutoring services, or meet with an Academic Retention Coordinator, please 
visit the CAA in Library 103 or call us at (239) 590-7906.  Our website is www.fgcu.edu/caa.    
 
 
 About the Instructor 

Gerry Segal brings the unique credentials of a university professor of entrepreneurship, 
consultant to the organic food industry, and successful entrepreneur. After receiving the BS in 
Mechanical Engineering from the University of Florida and the Master of Commercial Science 
from Rollins College, he started a commercial real estate brokerage and property management 
firm. Later, he founded and operated two leading-edge natural food stores. 



Gerry acquired a Ph.D. in Management from Virginia Commonwealth University in 1995. He is on 
the faculty of Florida Gulf Coast University Department of Management, where he teaches 
courses dealing with entrepreneurship, small business management, and environmental 
sustainability. Numerous refereed academic outlets have published his research. 

Viewing sustainability as the key issue of our time, Gerry received his Permaculture Design 
Consultant certification during the summer of 2008. Gerry teaches a course on sustainability, The 
Colloquium, as well as non-credit courses on organic vegetable gardening and Permaculture 
through the University's Renaissance Academy. In addition, he has developed and teaches a 
new course in Sustainable Business Management in the Lutgert College of Business. 


